
The E-Z ACCESS® Deck offers a stainless-steel 
platform assembly that provides safe access 
to truck tanks and other manways. The design 
of the E-Z ACCESS® Deck is backed by 38 years 
of engineering and application experience. 

E-Z ACCESS® DECK
CUSTOM STAINLESS STEEL FABRICATION

The  E-Z ACCESS® Safety Deck System was developed to reduce personnel injuries that occur when working around manways 
and on top of truck tanks. The E-Z ACCESS® Safety Deck System provides operators and other personnel with safe, OSHA-
compliant access to tank openings. The system is extensively used in bulk liquid receiving and shipping rooms and other areas 
where work is performed at differing elevations. The most unique feature of this system is the adjustability of the drop decks 
that move vertically and horizontally, accommodating a variety of tanker designs and hatch locations.

FEATURES
 V Self-draining, sanitary design ideal for the food industry

 V Constructed of stainless steel

 V Pneumatic lift to raise and lower drop deck, with positioning valve

 V Easy horizontal adjustment of drop deck to manways

 V Drop deck retracts to 80-degree vertical position for clearance of 
truck mirrors and exhaust stacks

 V Slip resistant walking surface featuring stainless-steel diamond-
plate stairs, stainless-steel “Relco Grip” on drop deck, and non-skid 
fiberglass bar grating on main platform

 V Full installation services

BENEFITS
 V Eliminates slips, trips and falls  

 V Intuitive controls 

 V Improves employee efficiency  

 V Custom designed to fit your application

 V Corrosion resistant, low maintenance, and long life

 V Customizable to fit customer specific bay sizes

OPTIONAL DESIGN FEATURES
 V Low-profile design to accommodate low ceilings 

 V E-Z CIP hose connection from the drop deck 

 V ALGRIP®, Diamond Plate, or Opti-Grip® decking or stair options

 V Red/green lights to indicate stop/go for drop deck position  

 V Hydraulic or pnuematic over oil lift kits

Safe walking surface including stainless-steel diamond-plate stairs, “Relco Grip” Strut 
stainless-steel drop decks, and non-skid fiberglass bar grating on the main platform

Pneumatic lift to raise and 
lower drop decks 

Easy horizontal adjustment of drop deck to 
manways rolls 8’ 6” on typical deck length
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